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Mumbai Xpress is a 2005 Indian black comedy film directed by Singitam Srinivasa Rao and producer Kamal Hasan. The film is
about two international swindlers and magicians who travel the world in search of their target. To impress the film crew, they
decide to put on the most incredible numbers they know. Episode 1 will be 40 minutes long. I think the audience will not be
disappointed. (Mr Gyan, for those who do not know, this is the same American actor who played the role in "Blue-Eyes / Blue
Eyes" and "Street Fighter"). French director Paul O'Neill (The Wind Rises, The Pursuit of Happyness) (A Man for All Seasons,
Melancholia) and French actor Sami Naceri (Promised Land) (Fearless, Bangkok Hilton) ") and the cast in the new action
comedy "The Thing" directed by Stanley B. Vaughn. Starring Jason Statham (The A-Team, Death Proof) or Downey Jr. (Rocky
IV, Die Hard: Good Day, Bad Day). As always, a few words about the plot. The fact is that Robert Langdon is a professor who
is working on a fundamental work - The Lost Gospel. His job includes writing critiques of various studies that the professor has
done. But one fine day, the main character realizes that his job is to be a target for intruders. Now he has to hide from people
who are hunting for this "Gospel", and at the same time, carry out a dangerous, but very important mission. British actor Alan
Rickman ("Robin Hood", "Gladiator", "The Chronicles of Narnia") invites you to take part in his film directed by Ralph Bakshi
"The Green Hornet". The film tells about a brilliant scientist with a bunch of ideas. "I would like to say that this is a fantasy
story, but it is not. It is more a story about the paradox that we see in science, as well as about the paranormal phenomena that
surround us. And about how science can drastically change the world ". American director Christopher Priest ("The Lord of the
Rings", "Shutter Island") plans to shoot an adventure series
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